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Crusaders of the lost idols talents

December 16 COTLI: More Tier 7 Talents Update! Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. All I want for Christmas are the two front teeth. All I want for Christmas is some more Talents! And that's what brings this update: 8 new Talents to start leveling up! These talents require the 2700 clearing area to unlock. Flush With Materials - Increase the amount of
materials gained from completing crafting material missions, excluding legendary catalyst missions. Maximum Levels: 100.Formation Full Up - Increases the gold find bonus when the training is full. Maximum Levels: 50.Must Be Magic - Increases Global DPS while Alchemy's capacity is active. Max levels: 200.Front Line Fire - Increases the DPS of the
Crusaders in the front column of the formation. Maximum levels: 200. Dressing for success - Increases DPS of all Crusaders for every skin held, stacking multiplier. Maximum levels: 50. Tririnket Horder - Increases the DPS of all crusaders for every 20 sets of unique Epic Trickerts owned, up to 3000 sets. Maximum levels: 500. Bounty of Idols - Increases all
earned idols (before Bonus Idols are applied) for each slot on the bank for which you own at least one crusader. Maximum levels: 200. This talent requires the 3000 clearing area to unlock. Hustle Master - Increases the maximum Sprint area. Maximum levels: 30. Note: If you purchase all levels of all Sprint talent and completely out of ash, then you can now
sprint to the 5000 area. December 16 COTLI: Nate before Christmas 6! Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. A Christmas tree, a Christmas tree - how angry are your branches...! A Christmas tree, a Christmas tree - how much it embodies the wrath of nature and brings the wrath of the elements down upon us all! Once again Nate Before Christmas blesses
our doors, and this year we are visited by a snow princess: Odile, Snowflake Defender! Nate Before Christmas 6 runs until Tuesday, December 29 at 12PM PST, introducing Odile, Snowflake Defender and bringing back Frosty Snowman, RoboSanta, Dark Helper, RoboRudolph, Xander Dragon Xmas, Wrena Fair and Kris, Elementary infuriated! Tags: Event,
Magic, Woman, Healer, Supernatural, Gold, Good in the field of Berwin, Odile was the first-born daughter of Queen Odessa and King Ambros. The land of Berwin, also known as the Winter Field, was one of four realms dedicated to the struggle with the dark spirits of another reality and the protection of the spirits of the seasons. Not only was Berwin's royal
family already strong, but when Odile was born, the Spirit of Winter itself appeared and gave it some of its magic. As she grew older, Odile began to train secretly with her mother, but it soon became apparent that her powers much stronger than Odesa's, even in one so young. The whispers of Odile's power made their way to otherrealm where of destruction,
Glut, has been resting for many years. Glut sent servants to investigate the rumors surrounding Odile. A little spirit of shadow succeeded and brought the news to his master. Glut attacked the realm of Berwin, laying waste in the area as he made his way to capture Odile, bringing an air of blight to the once pristine world. Odessa and Ambros managed to stop
the first wave of dark spirits, but Glut rose to power during his far away. To save time and save their men, the royals decided to send Odile away, erasing his memory and transporting it to Earth. Yearning for power, Glut abandoned the siege and followed Odile's path through the realms, though it would take time to find it. Odile, who now live with her new
glamorous family like Odette, continued to grow and lead a normal, mundane life. But Glut's servants eventually entered the right realm and found the missing princess, causing the Spirit of Winter to break the seal her parents put on. Odile remembered her powers, her family, and with her memories regained, she entered her role as a Snowflake Defender,
ready to help the Crusaders in their search. Recruit Odile, Snowflake Defender | Odile takes a slot in training. Frosty the Snowman and RoboSanta occupy places in the band and cannot be moved. Only Crusaders affected by Frosty's Chilling Power or RoboSanta's Exfoliative Toys will make DPS. Note: This will require you to have removed the goal to
Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to zone 600. Chocolate spaghetti | RoboRudolph and Dark Helper occupy places in the band and cannot be moved. Business people show up at random and target a random crusader while they're alive. The targeted crusaders will have the DPS reduced to 0 while the businessman who targeted
them is alive for 10 seconds thereafter. Note: This will require you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to zone 650. Risen Guardians | Xander Dragon Xmas occupies a slot in the formation and cannot be moved. Fireball monsters spawn at random and offer either a debuff or buff when killed. These stacks
persist until you reset the world. Note: This will require you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to area 675. It's a wonderful life | The Wrena Fair occupies a slot in formation and cannot be moved. The training has been changed. Note: This will require you to have removed the Bullet Hell lens on Ready
Player Two to complete. Get to zone 700. Stygian Christmas | Kris, the Furious Element occupies a slot in the band and cannot be moved. Cerberus spawns at random and live longer than normal monsters. Note: This will require Bullet Hell on Ready Player Two to complete. Get to area 725. You will have until Tuesday, December 29 at 12:00 Pacific Time to
complete Nate Before Christmas! For more information on Nate's previous pre-Christmas Crusaders and the goals check out Nate Before Christmas 5 blog post. Equipment for event crusaders can be found in silver and Christmas chest jewelry, which you can earn from the goals and play for free or buy in the store. Each non-recruitment goal will drop a chest
for its given level of the Crusaders, and the free game will drop all the tier chests. Gear for level 2, tier 3, tier 4, tier 5 and tier 6 crusaders will appear in all tier chests only after you have unlocked those crusaders. You can select the chest level you buy from the store when you go to purchase real money chests or event currency. November 19 COTLI: Kaine's
Dinner of Doom 6 Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. Seasons leave, withers and fall, now is the time: mother Kaine's call! Cold, gray, dark, wet, and wailing, the perfect time, for the dinner of doom! Kaine's Dinner of Doom 6 runs until Tuesday, December 1 at 12:00 Pacific Time, introducing Momma's Monster and bringing back Gemthel, Gourmet,
RoboTurkey, Momma Kaine, Paul the Pilgrim, Petra Pilgrim, Chef Casey, and 43G1S! Tags: event, DPS, Orc, Orc, undead, male, male, good Here to join Momma Kaine, Momma's Monster is a double entity ORC DPS Crusader. Double the problems, double the fun, double the DPS. Once you've recruited Mom's Monster, you'll find the two of them polishing
all things. You'll find Momma's Monster at number 33. Recruit Momma's Monster | Momma's Monster takes a slot in training. RoboTurkey and Momma Kaine occupy places in the band and cannot be moved. Momma's Monster deals constant damage to all crusaders. Note: This will require you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's
Greed to complete. Get to zone 600. Social feast | Paul the Pilgrim and Petra the Pilgrim occupy places in the band and cannot be moved. The training has been changed. Note: This will require you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to zone 650. Food Rush | Chef Casey occupies a place in the band
and cannot be moved. Depending on what ingredients are currently in Casey's stew, special monsters spawn at random. Casey's upgrades cannot be disabled for this lens. Note: This will require you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to area 675. Tasty meals | 43G1S occupies a place in training and
cannot be moved. Monsters spawn in waves of 20. The requirements are four times the size. Note: This will require you to have removed the Bullet Hell lens on Ready Player Two to complete. Get to zone 700. Festive Gourmand | Gemthel Gourmet occupies a place in training and be moved. Only the Dwarf, Leprechaun and Orc Crusaders can be used.
Note: This will require you to have removed the Bullet Hell lens on Ready Player Two to complete. Get to area 725. You will have until Tuesday, December 1st at 12:00 Pacific Time to complete the Kaine Dinner of Doom 6! For more information on Kaine's previous dinner by Doom Crusaders and the goals check out Kaine's Dinner of Doom 5 blog post.
Equipment for event crusaders can be found in silver and jewelry Carnival Chests, which you can earn from the goals and play for free or buy in store. Each non-recruitment goal will drop a chest for its given level of the Crusaders, and the free game will drop all the tier chests. Gear for level 2, tier 3, tier 4, tier 5 and tier 6 crusaders will appear in all tier chests
only after you have unlocked those crusaders. You can select the chest level you buy from the store when you go to purchase real money chests or event currency. October 29 COTLI: Emo's New Moon 6 Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. It's almost midnight, and something Emo lurks in the dark... Under the moonlight, you see a view that almost stops
your heart! Wait - this thriller-night has happened five times before! And he's back again tonight! Emo's New Moon is back, bringing ghosts and ghuls to neighborhood schools where the Crusaders fight for their lives from now until November 10 at noon Pacific! Emo's New Moon 6 introduces Crooked Crow the latest Tier 6 Crusader and brings back
Evanescent, Trixie The Treater, Viktor the Vampire, Henry, Scaredy-Ghoul, Fright-o-Tron 4000, Wendy the Witch and Jack O'Lantern! Tags: event, healer, support, animal that is not their real name, but no one knows what it is, so this is the nickname we have acquired among the Crusaders. They seem to have different names in different regions! Once
you've recruited Crooked Crow you'll find a friend of bugs, selling beneficial potions and charms alongside cursed objects and scavengerd bodyparts. You'll find Crooked Crow in 30th place. Recruit Crooked Crow | Crooked Crow occupies a slot in the band. Monsters are faster and live longer. Wendy and Jack occupy seats in the band and cannot be moved.
Note: This will require you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to zone 600. Scary Ghous | Henry and Fright occupy places in the band and cannot be moved. Only the Strigoi Crusaders can join them. Note: This will require you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to
complete. Get to zone 650. Bite Night | Viktor occupies a place in the band and cannot be moved. Only Viktor-bitten crusaders contribute to Otherwise: For every 50 zones, all crusaders have DPS reduced by 75%, multiplier stacking, except Viktor. Note: This will require you to have removed the Infinity goal and Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to area
675. Candy-mania | Trixie occupies a place in the band and cannot be moved. Normal enemies drop less gold and Crusaders cost more to upgrade. Monsters trick-or-treat spawn at random, and drop extra gold when killed. Note: This will require you to have removed the Bullet Hell lens on Ready Player Two to complete. Get to zone 700. Soulful Escort |
Evanescent occupies a place in the band and cannot be moved. Only crusaders with 1000 on a base or higher can be used. After the first area, most are immune to damage until they are hit by a projectile. Note: This will require you to have removed the Bullet Hell lens on Ready Player Two to complete. Get to area 725. You will have until Tuesday,
November 10 at 12:00 Pacific Time to complete Emo's New Moon 6! For more information on previous Emo's New Moon Crusaders and goals check out Emo's New Moon 5 blog post. Equipment for event crusaders can be found in silver and Halloween chest jewelry, which you can earn from the goals and play for free or buy in the store. Each non-
recruitment goal will drop a chest for its given level of the Crusaders, and the free game will drop all the tier chests. Gear for level 2, tier 3, tier 4, tier 5 and tier 6 crusaders will appear in all tier chests only after you have unlocked those crusaders. You can select the chest level you buy from the store when you go to purchase real money chests or event
currency. October 21 COTLI: Rune System and Season 2 Release! Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. Get ready to tackle the Clocktower and feed your crusaders with the new Rune System! What is the rune system you ask? Keep reading to find out! Dungeons are open again with season 2: Clocktower! We changed the following 3 formations: Playing It
Old School Free For All Sunday Stroll Rotating Dungeon Points and Dungeon Coins Enhanced Bonuses – These were increased from 10% to a 125% bonus. Dungeon Points, Dungeon Coins and Idol Bonus limit Extended - Dungeon reward limit has been increased from 10,000 to 14,000. Changes to Dungeon Points and Dungeon Coin drops - drop
formulas have been optimized a bit because of changes in bonuses, but they also start earlier now. More Awesome Rewards! - Both the free route and the benefactor's route have had the reward amounts greatly optimized, with more crafting materials, cooler buffs and drops for the Rune System to help you progress! More Achievements – I've added more
achievements to go deep on Dungeon goals, plus season 2 achievement Lil' Reaper now available! - If you missed getting this box during the previous season, you can now purchase for Dungeon Coins! Additional levels beyond level 25! - The season itself still ends at level 25, but you've got some extra levels to even track crafting materials! Epic tools being
evesive? Or does legendary gear take them a while to level up again? Runes are here to give you a power kick and make some changes to your game! There are five types of Runes available to slot on your Crusaders: Fire, Water, Air, Earth and Soul. What power unlocks each depends on the Crusader to which you assign the rune, otherwise each type of
rune is identical. You can level runes by dragging a rune into the Merge box in the rune inventory or dragging a rune of the same level and shape on a rune slot on the Crusader that already has a rune assigned. Merging runes to reach level 6 and above will cost 1 Legendary Catalyst each time in addition to the two runes of the same level and shape. The
Rune screen is where all the magic happens. You can choose between viewing the list of Crusaders in Formation, Crusaders who have Runes Slotted, and All Crusaders. Clicking on a Crusader in the list will bring you their personal slots and list of bonuses rune. You can unlock slots on a Crusader in any order. The first slot is free, and the rest will cost
Legendary Catalysts, increasing in cost as you unlock more slots. Once a slot is unlocked, you can make a slot in a Rune and start seeing the benefits of the bonus. The runes of the Crusaders offer different effects depending on their role, such as Gold Find for the Gold Finders. This is true for the first 3 slots. Slot 4 on each Crusader gives them a mission
system boost. There are 4 possible effects that the slot will unlock: The rise of gold won from gold missions. The increase in EP gained from EP missions. The chance of the rewards in the mission being doubled. Reduces mission time for more than 2 hours in the initial duration. Slot 5 on each Crusader will have a unique buff for them, which you will be
adding in time. Once assigned to a slot on a Crusader, you can't normally remove a Rune, just upgrade it. There is a rare element, Rune Solvent, that will allow you to remove all slotted runes from a particular crusader. You can find rune solvents from a mission in the mission system. You'll be able to get Rune by opening Runic chests and certain rune types
of certain levels as rewards from some stages of the season. You can also get Runic chests from the following locations: The Real Money Chest Chest Store, from the Runic Chest tab. Up to 2 chests a week from Ruby Exchange. Up to 3 chests per week from the Challenge Token store.) Up to 3 chests a week from Dungeon Depot. Up to two chests a week
from the Mission System. Reward stages of the season. Have fun with the new season and the new Rune System! October 15 COTLI: Season 2 and Rune System Teaser! Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. Prepare to collect Seasonal rewards! Here's a quick look at Season 2 of Dungeons, and the all-new power system, Runes! Season 2 is coming and
she made some changes in the season and Dungeons! First, we changed some formations. Here's a quick look at the new training for Playing it Old School. In addition, we have a lot of new rewards from both passes, including a chance to get some Rune to help you with the new Rune System! Looking to feed your crusaders even more? Runes are here to
help you! Each Crusader has room for the 5 rune slot on the new rune screen. The first slot on a Crusader is unlocked for free, and the extra slots will cost Legendary Catalysts to unlock. The runes of the Crusaders offer different effects depending on their role, such as Gold Find for the Gold Finders. Each Crusader also has a rune that will affect the result of
missions, from additional EP to doubling the rewards of the mission in which they are sent and more! But that's not all: every Crusader will have a unique effect that can be unlocked by slotting rune in proper shape in their fifth slot! We will debut with unique powers for a handful of crusaders and update the other Crusaders to pieces from time to time. Each
rune can also be leveled, to get more power, with a maximum level of 15. You have to combine two runes of the same shape and level to reach the next level of the runes, so combining two runes of level 2 would produce a level 3 runes. Higher rune levels will also take Legendary Catalysts to craft in addition to runes. As mentioned above, Runes will be
rewarded from both the free and the paid part of the season 2 rewards. You'll also be able to get them from weekly Rune Chests from the Ruby Store, Token Challenge Store and Dungeon Shop, in addition to real money purchases from Chest Shop. We will also add some missions to the mission system that can grant Runes. We anticipate that season 2
and rune system will be released somewhere in the next week or so, but as usual we want to note that things could change unexpectedly, even the design itself. We'll keep you updated! To celebrate the release being so soon, from now until Tuesday, October 20, 2020 @ Noon Pacific Time, everyone gets a wonderful weekend of buff idols! Reload the game
to get the buff! September 30 COTLI: Carnival of sorrows 6! Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. Come on, all of you come and get right! That's right! No mirrors, no tricks! It's just magic! The sixth edition of the carnival of sorrows event is now live, and adds a new leader to its attractions! Carnival Of Sorrows 6 runs until Tuesday, October 13 at Noon Pacific
Time, and introduces Mogra, Ringleader, and brings back the return of the Crusaders Carmen and Petunia, Sashimi Seal, Half-Blood Elf, Mindy Mime, Mister Monkey, and Pete Carney! Tags: event, support, demon, animal, male, gold Mogra Ringleader is a demon tiger that refused to fall into the tropes of being an act in and instead runs the show itself,
offering its support for other animals in the carnival. Once you have recruited Mogra, the ring leader, you will find him by providing support to your formations containing animal and human crusaders. Mogra takes 36th place on the bench. Recruit Mogra, Ring Leader | Mogra, the Ring Leader occupies a slot in the band. Adjacent Crusaders Mogra, Ring
Leader do 0 DPS. Pete and Mister Monkey occupy places in the band and cannot be moved. Get to zone 600. Veudeville for life | Mindy and Half-Blood Elf occupy seats in the band and cannot be moved. A clown escort occupies a place in training and clown debuffs adjacent to crusader training skills, with the exception of Pete and Squiggles, who puffed up.
Note: This will require you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to zone 650. Acrobatic efforts | Chiyome occupies a place in the band and cannot be moved. Crusaders cost more at the top level, the gold dropped by drastically reduced monsters Idols do not offer gold bonus. Note: This will require you to
have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to area 675. Feeding the public | Sashimi occupies a place in the band and cannot be moved. DPS to monsters equals finding gold. Note: This will require you to have removed the Bullet Hell lens on Ready Player Two to complete. Get to zone 700. Practical effects |
Carmen and Petunia occupy a place in the band and cannot be moved. Area search requirements are four times. Note: This will require you to have removed the Bullet Hell lens on Ready Player Two to complete. Get to area 725. You will have until Tuesday, October 13 at 12:00 Pacific Time to complete Carnival Sorrows 6! For more information on the
previous carnival of Crusader sorrows and the goals check out the carnival of sorrows 5 blog post. Equipment for event crusaders can be found in silver and jewelry Carnival Chests, which you can earn from the goals and play for free or buy in store. Each non-recruitment goal will drop a chest for its given level of the Crusaders, and the free game will drop all
the tier chests. Gear for level 2, tier 3, tier 4, tier 5 and tier 6 crusaders will appear in all tier chests only after you have unlocked those crusaders. You can select the chest level you buy from the store when you go to purchase real money chests or event currency. September 3 COTLI: Sasha's Schoolhouse Flagel 5! Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols.
Going back to school is the worst. Literally nothing is better! Even a full-on invasion of demonic hordes resulting in some kind of Flagel Schoolhouse would be better off. Did you think you were done with PE? Her This Valkyrie will have you rolling laps! Her name is Hildr, Valkyrie of PE, and she will whip you in shape! Sasha's Schoolhouse Flagel 5 introduces
Valkyrie de PE and brings back Aphelion, Removed and brings back Karen, Cat Adolescent, Mr. Boggins, Substitute, Willy The Hieregoat, Exchange Student, Zoraiban, Demonnic Angel, and Aphelion, Distant. The adventure ends Tuesday, September 15, 2020 at 12:00 Pacific! Don't let the gruff behavior and the high expectations of this Valkyrie keep you
away – Hildr is actually quite sweet and there for everyone! Everyone's Welcome and Good Sugar Water increases Global DPS on adjacent Evil and Bun Crusaders, respectively! Resistance training increases DPS for every 25 levels over 200 4 times! She's stacked so this stacks! They Mead Powered increase the non-formation skills of all adjacent
crusaders, and Song of Death increases the gold find for every Strigoi, Angel or Demon tag in formation, and Shieldermatron's Handbook to increase the effects of level 50 and level 100 upgrades. It's not gym class without sweaty equipment. Her whistle grows Song of Death, Nectar of the Gods grows Mead Powered and protective equipment is always
important, her breastplate buffs The Shieldmatron's Handbook. Recruit Hildr, Valkyrie EP | Hildr, occupy a slot in the band. Only Schoolhouse Flagel Crusaders Crusaders can be used. Get to zone 400. Prep Rally | Cheerleader and DJ occupy slots in training. Every 30 seconds, they cheer and bop, stimulating adjacent crusaders by -20% to 200% DPS. Get
to zone 450. Cooking class | The endless soup pot occupies a slot in formation. Food monsters spawn randomly, and for every 50 food monsters killed, gold soup buffs find with 10% additive. Gold Find Crusaders cannot be used. Get to area 475. Photo Class | The camera monsters spawn randomly, freezing the DPS while they're alive. Get to area 500.
Tissue basket 101 | DPS and gold find bonuses from Idols are disabled. Get to area 525. Equipment for event crusaders can be found in silver and educational jewelry chests, which you can earn from goals and free game or buy in store. Each non-recruitment goal will drop a chest for its given level of the Crusaders, and the free game will drop all the tier
chests. Level 2, tier 3, tier 4 and tier 5 crusader tools will appear in all-level coffers only after you have unlocked those crusaders. You can select the chest level you buy from the store when you go to purchase real money chests or event currency. Previously-available Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4 Crusaders are again available to unlock as part of Sasha's
Schoolhouse Flagel 5. For more information about these Crusaders, check out our event blogs from previous years: You'll have until Tuesday, September 15, 2020 at 12:00 Pacific to complete Schoolhouse Flagel 5! August 28 COTLI: Ms. Finklebottom Revenge, Level 4! Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. The time has come, the time is it for Tier 4 goals
for Mrs Finklebottom's revenge campaign! Address these goals once again to help build your ruby stash up. I pointed out what changed with them for Level 4, but they still have all the fun changes added along the way and in previous levels. The journey from the Ring Reach 1000 area. Hobbits are changing positions in every 250 areas now. The ringers will
shoot the Crusaders if they reach the band. It's giving 650 rubies. Call the Eagles! Get to zone 1050. Only animal crusaders can be used. It's granting 700 rubies. Let's dial reach Reach 1050. Some of the spawned monsters can only be damaged by projectiles. It's granting 700 rubies. It's the Climb Reach 1100 area. Healing skills are ineffective. It's granting
700 rubies. It's getting hot here reach 1200. Random volcano buffs get stronger every time a crusader dies. It's granting 700 rubies. Vertical Limits Area Coverage 1100. Only supernatural Crusaders can be used. It's granting 700 rubies. Dead Snow Reach area 1200. Tough zombies now spawn after 3 smaller zombies are killed. It's granting 700 rubies. This
weekend, we also offer Flash Sale Frenzy. Starting at 11:00 Pacific Time (UTC-7) today, Friday, August 28, 2020, and running until Monday, August 31, 2020 at Pacific Time at noon (UTC-7), you will receive a new flash sales offer every 6 hours, or every time you purchase the current flash sale, if you miss any of the Golden Epics on the list that I have
curated- If you own all the gold items in the list , the game will continue to give you flash sales, where there are still those you are missing for your own Crusaders. Enjoy! August 13 COTLI: Dr. Evil's Summer Sabotage 5! Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. Five years, five summer games and five times sabotaged by Dr. Evil. Dr. Evil's Summer Sabotage
returns, bringing a Para Rugby Crusader into the game. Oona, Para Rugby Star promises to be a superbly-strong DPS Crusader in the right formation. We can't wait! This year's event runs until Tuesday, August 25, at 12PM PDT, introducing Oona, Para Rugby Star and bringing back Veronica, Archer Android, Bubba, Orc Swimming, Golden Hound, Milgrid
Mining Mage, Dr. Evil, PhD, and Euodia, Sfencer! Tags: event, DPS, female, elfANUNCER 1: Have you ever watched Para Rugby? It's scary! And there's no one scarier on the field than Oona, Para Rugby Star. Announcer 2: The fact that she is a Record Chaser is certainly noteworthy – her DPS increases exponentially as the rate of enemy eggs increases.
ANNOUNCER 1: Whoa! Yes, it combines well with her stamina elven, which increases her DPS for every 25 levels over and including 200, multiplying her DPS by a factor of 4. staywith her Blueshift? Did you see that? 2: I haven't yet, but I've heard that somehow it makes enemies weaker, reducing their level of 25 while keeping their damage and gold
values. And, of course, he also plays The Murderball. Don't make me start with this - it's a force to be reckoned with! She can start a Dime and improve the Chaser Record even further. Would you say there's no boundaries? I certainly would. It is an advantage for any training. Recruit Oona, Para Rugby Star | Oona, Para Rugby Star and two cheerleaders
occupy slots in formation, moving to every 100 zones. Cheerleader gold buff found when gold-finding Crusaders are adjacent to them. DPS crusaders are not available. Get to zone 400. Quadratlon | The four summary clones are back, each with an annoying unique power. Get to zone 450. Flame boiler | There's a volcano in formation! At the entrance to
each area, the volcano erupts, spawning between 5 and 10 monsters of indestructible fire. Get to area 475. Sporting goods | Demonic sports supplies occupy six first-place slots in the band. Get to area 500. Golden Pistol | A mysterious man occupies a slot in training, and buffs your DPS. Get to area 525. Equipment for the Crusaders event can be found in
Silver and Jeweled Crusader Games Chests, which you can earn from goals and game for free or buy in store. Each non-recruitment goal will drop a chest for its given level of the Crusaders, and the free game will drop all the tier chests. Level 2, tier 3, tier 4 and tier 5 crusader tools will appear in all-level coffers only after you have unlocked those crusaders.
You can select the chest level you buy from the store when you go to purchase real money chests or event currency. Previously-available Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4 Crusaders are again available to unlock as part of Dr. Evil's Summer Sabotage 5. For more information about these Crusaders, check out our event blogs from previous years: Players will
have until Tuesday, August 25 at 12:00 PDT to complete Dr. Evil's Summer Sabotage 5. Page 2 December 16 COTLI: More Tier 7 Talents Update! Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. All I want for Christmas are the two front teeth. All I want for Christmas is some more Talents! And that's what brings this update: 8 new Talents to start leveling up! These
talents require the 2700 clearing area to unlock. Flush With Materials - Increase the amount of materials gained from completing crafting material missions, excluding legendary catalyst missions. Maximum Levels: 100.Formation Full Up - Increases the gold find bonus when the training is full. Maximum Levels: 50.Must Be Magic - Increases Global DPS while
Alchemy's capacity is active. Max levels: 200.Front Line Fire - Increases the DPS of the Crusaders in the front column of the Maximum levels: 200. Dressing for success - Increases DPS of all Crusaders for every skin held, stacking multiplier. Maximum levels: 50. 50. Hoarder - Increases the DPS of all crusaders for every 20 unique sets of epics held, up to
3000 sets. Maximum levels: 500. Bounty of Idols - Increases all earned idols (before Bonus Idols are applied) for each slot on the bank for which you own at least one crusader. Maximum levels: 200. This talent requires the 3000 clearing area to unlock. Hustle Master - Increases the maximum Sprint area. Maximum levels: 30. Note: If you purchase all levels
of all Sprint talent and completely out of ash, then you can now sprint to the 5000 area. December 16 COTLI: Nate before Christmas 6! Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. A Christmas tree, a Christmas tree - how angry are your branches...! A Christmas tree, a Christmas tree - how much it embodies the wrath of nature and brings the wrath of the elements
down upon us all! Once again Nate Before Christmas blesses our doors, and this year we are visited by a snow princess: Odile, Snowflake Defender! Nate Before Christmas 6 runs until Tuesday, December 29 at 12PM PST, introducing Odile, Snowflake Defender and bringing back Frosty Snowman, RoboSanta, Dark Helper, RoboRudolph, Xander Dragon
Xmas, Wrena Fair and Kris, Elementary infuriated! Tags: Event, Magic, Woman, Healer, Supernatural, Gold, Good in the field of Berwin, Odile was the first-born daughter of Queen Odessa and King Ambros. The land of Berwin, also known as the Winter Field, was one of four realms dedicated to the struggle with the dark spirits of another reality and the
protection of the spirits of the seasons. Not only was Berwin's royal family already strong, but when Odile was born, the Spirit of Winter itself appeared and gave it some of its magic. As she grew up, Odile began to train secretly with her mother, but it soon became apparent that her powers were much stronger than Odesa's, even in such a young one. The
whispers of Odile's power made their way to the other real one where the Spirit of Destruction, Glut, had been resting for many years. Glut sent servants to investigate the rumors surrounding Odile. A little spirit of shadow succeeded and brought the news to his master. Glut attacked the realm of Berwin, laying waste in the area as he made his way to capture
Odile, bringing an air of blight to the once pristine world. Odessa and Ambros managed to stop the first wave of dark spirits, but Glut rose to power during his far away. To save time and save their men, the royals decided to send Odile away, erasing his memory and transporting it to Earth. Yearning for power, Glut abandoned the siege and followed Odile's
path through the realms, though it would take time to find it. Odile, who now live with her new glamorous family like Odette, continued to grow and lead a normal, mundane. But Glut's servants eventually entered the right realm and found the missing. missing. causing the Spirit of Winter to break the seal her parents had placed. Odile remembered her powers,
her family, and with her memories regained, she entered her role as a Snowflake Defender, ready to help the Crusaders in their search. Recruit Odile, Snowflake Defender | Odile takes a slot in training. Frosty the Snowman and RoboSanta occupy places in the band and cannot be moved. Only Crusaders affected by Frosty's Chilling Power or RoboSanta's
Exfoliative Toys will make DPS. Note: This will require you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to zone 600. Chocolate spaghetti | RoboRudolph and Dark Helper occupy places in the band and cannot be moved. Business people show up at random and target a random crusader while they're alive. The
targeted crusaders will have the DPS reduced to 0 while the businessman who targeted them is alive for 10 seconds thereafter. Note: This will require you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to zone 650. Risen Guardians | Xander Dragon Xmas occupies a slot in the formation and cannot be moved.
Fireball monsters spawn at random and offer either a debuff or buff when killed. These stacks persist until you reset the world. Note: This will require you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to area 675. It's a wonderful life | The Wrena Fair occupies a slot in formation and cannot be moved. The training
has been changed. Note: This will require you to have removed the Bullet Hell lens on Ready Player Two to complete. Get to zone 700. Stygian Christmas | Kris, the Furious Element occupies a slot in the band and cannot be moved. Note: This will require you to have removed the Bullet Hell lens on Ready Player Two to complete. Get to area 725. You will
have until Tuesday, December 29 at 12:00 Pacific Time to complete Nate Before Christmas! For more information on Nate's previous pre-Christmas Crusaders and the goals check out Nate Before Christmas 5 blog post. Equipment for event crusaders can be found in silver and Christmas chest jewelry, which you can earn from the goals and play for free or
buy in the store. Each non-recruitment goal will drop a chest for its given level of the Crusaders, and the free game will drop all the tier chests. Gear for level 2, tier 3, tier 4, tier 5 and tier 6 crusaders will appear in all tier chests only after you have unlocked those crusaders. You can select the level of you buy from the store when you go to purchase real
money chests or event currency. November 19 COTLI: Kaine's Dinner of Doom 6 Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. Idols. leaves, wilting and falling, now's the time: Kaine's mother calling! Cold, gray, dark, wet, and wailing, the perfect time, for the dinner of doom! Kaine's Dinner of Doom 6 runs until Tuesday, December 1 at 12:00 Pacific Time,
introducing Momma's Monster and bringing back Gemthel, Gourmet, RoboTurkey, Momma Kaine, Paul the Pilgrim, Petra Pilgrim, Chef Casey, and 43G1S! Tags: event, DPS, Orc, Orc, undead, male, male, good Here to join Momma Kaine, Momma's Monster is a double entity ORC DPS Crusader. Double the problems, double the fun, double the DPS. Once
you've recruited Mom's Monster, you'll find the two of them polishing all things. You'll find Momma's Monster at number 33. Recruit Momma's Monster | Momma's Monster takes a slot in training. RoboTurkey and Momma Kaine occupy places in the band and cannot be moved. Momma's Monster deals constant damage to all crusaders. Note: This will require
you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to zone 600. Social feast | Paul the Pilgrim and Petra the Pilgrim occupy places in the band and cannot be moved. The training has been changed. Note: This will require you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get
to zone 650. Food Rush | Chef Casey occupies a place in the band and cannot be moved. Depending on what ingredients are currently in Casey's stew, special monsters spawn at random. Casey's upgrades cannot be disabled for this lens. Note: This will require you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to
area 675. Tasty meals | 43G1S occupies a place in training and cannot be moved. Monsters spawn in waves of 20. Surface requirements are four times higher. Note: This will require you to have removed the Bullet Hell lens on Ready Player Two to complete. Get to zone 700. Festive Gourmand | Gemthel Gourmet occupies a place in training and cannot be
moved. Only the Dwarf, Leprechaun and Orc Crusaders can be used. Note: This will require you to have removed the Bullet Hell lens on Ready Player Two to complete. Get to area 725. You will have until Tuesday, December 1st at 12:00 Pacific Time to complete the Kaine Dinner of Doom 6! For more information on Kaine's previous dinner by Doom
Crusaders and the goals check out Kaine's Dinner of Doom 5 blog post. Equipment for event crusaders can be found in silver and jewelry Carnival Chests, which you can earn from the goals and play for free or buy in store. Each non-recruitment goal will drop a chest for its given level of the Crusaders, and the free game will drop all the tier chests. Tools for
Level 2, tier 3, tier 4, tier 5 and tier 6 will appear in the all tier chests only after you have unlocked the respective crusaders. You can select the level of chest you buy in store when you go to buy chests with real real or the currency of the event. October 29 COTLI: Emo's New Moon 6 Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. It's almost midnight, and something
Emo lurks in the dark... Under the moonlight, you see a view that almost stops your heart! Wait - this thriller-night has happened five times before! And he's back again tonight! Emo's New Moon is back, bringing ghosts and ghuls to neighborhood schools where the Crusaders fight for their lives from now until November 10 at noon Pacific! Emo's New Moon 6
introduces Crooked Crow the latest Tier 6 Crusader and brings back Evanescent, Trixie The Treater, Viktor the Vampire, Henry, Scaredy-Ghoul, Fright-o-Tron 4000, Wendy the Witch and Jack O'Lantern! Tags: event, healer, support, animal that is not their real name, but no one knows what it is, so this is the nickname we have acquired among the
Crusaders. They seem to have different names in different regions! Once you've recruited Crooked Crow you'll find a friend of bugs, selling beneficial potions and charms alongside cursed objects and scavengerd bodyparts. You'll find Crooked Crow in 30th place. Recruit Crooked Crow | Crooked Crow occupies a slot in the band. Monsters are faster and live
longer. Wendy and Jack occupy seats in the band and cannot be moved. Note: This will require you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to zone 600. Scary Ghous | Henry and Fright occupy places in the band and cannot be moved. Only the Strigoi Crusaders can join them. Note: This will require you to
have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to zone 650. Bite Night | Viktor occupies a place in the band and cannot be moved. Only viktor-bitten crusaders contribute DPS. Otherwise: For every 50 zones, all crusaders have DPS reduced by 75%, multiplier stacking, except Viktor. Note: This will require you to have
removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to area 675. Candy-mania | Trixie occupies a place in the band and cannot be moved. Normal enemies drop less gold and Crusaders cost more to upgrade. Monsters trick-or-treat spawn at random, and drop extra gold when killed. Note: This will require you to have removed
the Bullet Hell lens on Ready Player Two to complete. Get to zone 700. Soulful Escort | Evanescent occupies a place in the band and cannot be moved. Only crusaders with 1000 on a base or higher can be used. After the first area, most are immune to damage until they are hit by a projectile. Note: This will require you to have removed the Bullet Hell lens
on Ready Player Two to complete. Get to area 725. You'll have up November 10 at 12:00 Pacific Time to complete Emo's New Moon 6! For more information on previous Emo's New Moon Crusaders and goals check out Emo's New Moon 5 blog post. For the Crusaders event can be found in silver and jeweled Halloween Chests, which you can earn from
goals and play for free or buy in store. Each non-recruitment goal will drop a chest for its given level of the Crusaders, and the free game will drop all the tier chests. Gear for level 2, tier 3, tier 4, tier 5 and tier 6 crusaders will appear in all tier chests only after you have unlocked those crusaders. You can select the chest level you buy from the store when you
go to purchase real money chests or event currency. October 21 COTLI: Rune System and Season 2 Release! Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. Get ready to tackle the Clocktower and feed your crusaders with the new Rune System! What is the rune system you ask? Keep reading to find out! Dungeons are open again with season 2: Clocktower! We
changed the following 3 formations: Playing It Old School Free For All Sunday Stroll Rotating Dungeon Points and Dungeon Coins Enhanced Bonuses – These were increased from 10% to a 125% bonus. Dungeon Points, Dungeon Coins and Idol Bonus limit Extended - Dungeon reward limit has been increased from 10,000 to 14,000. Changes to Dungeon
Points and Dungeon Coin drops - drop formulas have been optimized a bit because of changes in bonuses, but they also start earlier now. More Awesome Rewards! - Both the free route and the benefactor's route have had the reward amounts greatly optimized, with more crafting materials, cooler buffs and drops for the Rune System to help you progress!
More Achievements – I've added more achievements to go deep on Dungeon goals, plus the achievement of Season 2 completion! Lil' Reaper now available! - If you missed getting this box during the previous season, you can now purchase for Dungeon Coins! Additional levels beyond level 25! - The season itself still ends at level 25, but you've got some



extra levels to track for even more crafting materials! Epic tools being evesive? Or does legendary gear take them a while to level up again? Runes are here to give you a power kick and make some changes to your game! There are five types of Runes available to slot on your Crusaders: Fire, Water, Air, Earth and Soul. What power unlocks each depends
on the Crusader to which you assign the rune, otherwise each type of rune is identical. You can level runes by dragging a rune into the Merge box in the rune inventory or dragging a rune of the same level and shape on a rune slot on the Crusader that already has a rune assigned. Merging runes to reach level 6 and above will cost 1 Legendary Catalyst each
extra time of the two runes of the same level and shape. The Rune screen is where all the magic happens. You can choose between viewing the list of Crusaders in Formation, Crusaders who have Runes Slotted, and All Crusaders. By clicking on a from the list you will bring their personal slots and list of bonuses rune them. You can unlock slots on a
Crusader in any order. The first slot is free, and the rest will cost Legendary Catalysts, increasing in cost as you unlock more slots. Once a slot is unlocked, you can make a slot in a Rune and start seeing the benefits of the bonus. The runes of the Crusaders offer different effects depending on their role, such as Gold Find for the Gold Finders. This is true for
the first 3 slots. Slot 4 on each Crusader gives them a mission system boost. There are 4 possible effects that the slot will unlock: The rise of gold won from gold missions. The increase in EP gained from EP missions. The chance of the rewards in the mission being doubled. Reduces mission time for more than 2 hours in the initial duration. Slot 5 on each
Crusader will have a unique buff for them, which you will be adding in time. Once assigned to a slot on a Crusader, you can't normally remove a Rune, just upgrade it. There is a rare element, Rune Solvent, that will allow you to remove all slotted runes from a particular crusader. You can find rune solvents from a mission in the mission system. You'll be able
to get Rune by opening Runic chests and certain rune types of certain levels as rewards from some stages of the season. You can also get Runic chests from the following locations: The Real Money Chest Chest Store, from the Runic Chest tab. Up to 2 chests a week from Ruby Exchange. Up to 3 chests per week from the Challenge Token store.) Up to 3
chests a week from Dungeon Depot. Up to two chests a week from the Mission System. Reward stages of the season. Have fun with the new season and the new Rune System! October 15 COTLI: Season 2 and Rune System Teaser! Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. Get ready to collect these seasonal rewards! Here's a quick look at Season 2 of
Dungeons, and the all-new power system, Runes! Season 2 comes and with it we made some changes in the season and Dungeons! First, we changed some formations. Here's a quick look at the new training for Playing it Old School. In addition, we have a lot of new rewards from both passes, including a chance to get some Rune to help you with the new
Rune System! Looking to feed your crusaders even more? Runes are here to help you! Each Crusader has room for the 5 rune slot on the new rune screen. The first slot on a Crusader is unlocked for free, and the extra slots will cost Legendary Catalysts to unlock. The runes of the Crusaders offer different effects depending on their role, such as Gold Find
for the Gold Finders. Each Crusader also has a rune that will affect the outcome of missions, from additional EP to doubling the rewards of the mission in which sent and more! But that's not all: each crusader will have a unique effect that can be unlocked by Rune in proper shape in their fifth slot! We will debut with unique powers for a handful of crusaders
and update the other Crusaders to pieces from time to time. Each rune can also be leveled, to get more power, with a maximum level of 15. You have to combine two runes of the same shape and level to reach the next level of the runes, so combining two runes of level 2 would produce a level 3 runes. Higher rune levels will also take Legendary Catalysts to
craft in addition to runes. As mentioned above, Runes will be rewarded from both the free and the paid part of the season 2 rewards. You'll also be able to get them from weekly Rune Chests from the Ruby Store, Token Challenge Store and Dungeon Shop, in addition to real money purchases from Chest Shop. We will also add some missions to the mission
system that can grant Runes. We anticipate that season 2 and rune system will be released somewhere in the next week or so, but as usual we want to note that things could change unexpectedly, even the design itself. We'll keep you updated! To celebrate the release being so soon, from now until Tuesday, October 20, 2020 @ Noon Pacific Time,
everyone gets a wonderful weekend of buff idols! Reload the game to get the buff! September 30 COTLI: Carnival of sorrows 6! Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. Come on, all of you come and get right! That's right! No mirrors, no tricks! It's just magic! The sixth edition of the carnival of sorrows event is now live, and adds a new leader to its attractions!
Carnival Of Sorrows 6 runs until Tuesday, October 13 at Noon Pacific Time, and introduces Mogra, Ringleader, and brings back the return of the Crusaders Carmen and Petunia, Sashimi Seal, Chiyome, Half-Blood Elf, Mindy Mime, Mister Monkey, and Pete Carney! Tags: event, support, demon, animal, male, gold Mogra Ringleader is a demon tiger who
refused to fall into the tropes of being an act in the carnival and instead running the show himself, offering his support to other animals in the carnival. Once you have recruited Mogra, the ring leader, you will find him by providing support to your formations containing animal and human crusaders. Mogra takes 36th place on the bench. Recruit Mogra, Ring
Leader | Mogra, the Ring Leader occupies a slot in the band. Adjacent Crusaders Mogra, Ring Leader do 0 DPS. Pete and Mister Monkey occupy places in the band and cannot be moved. Get to zone 600. Veudeville for life | Mindy and Half-Blood Elf occupy seats in the band and cannot be moved. A clown escort occupies a place in training and clown
debuffs adjacent to crusader training skills, with the exception of Pete and Squiggles, who puffed up. Note: This require you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to zone 650. Acrobatic efforts | Chiyome occupies a place in training cannot be moved. Crusaders cost more at the top level, the gold dropped by
drastically reduced monsters Idols do not offer gold bonus. Note: This will require you to have removed the goal to Infinity and beyond on Ghostbeard's Greed to complete. Get to area 675. Feeding the public | Sashimi occupies a place in the band and cannot be moved. DPS to monsters equals finding gold. Note: This will require you to have removed the
Bullet Hell lens on Ready Player Two to complete. Get to zone 700. Practical effects | Carmen and Petunia occupy a place in the band and cannot be moved. Area search requirements are four times. Note: This will require you to have removed the Bullet Hell lens on Ready Player Two to complete. Get to area 725. You will have until Tuesday, October 13 at
12:00 Pacific Time to complete Carnival Sorrows 6! For more information on the previous carnival of Crusader sorrows and the goals check out the carnival of sorrows 5 blog post. Equipment for event crusaders can be found in silver and jewelry Carnival Chests, which you can earn from the goals and play for free or buy in store. Each non-recruitment goal
will drop a chest for its given level of the Crusaders, and the free game will drop all the tier chests. Gear for level 2, tier 3, tier 4, tier 5 and tier 6 crusaders will appear in all tier chests only after you have unlocked those crusaders. You can select the chest level you buy from the store when you go to purchase real money chests or event currency. September
3 COTLI: Sasha's Schoolhouse Flagel 5! Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. Going back to school is the worst. Literally nothing is better! Even a full-on invasion of demonic hordes resulting in some kind of Flagel Schoolhouse would be better off. Did you think you were done with PE? Well, this Valkyrie will have you rolling laps! Her name is Hildr, Valkyrie
of PE, and she will whip you in shape! Sasha's Schoolhouse Flagel 5 introduces Hildr, Valkyrie of PE and brings back Aphelion, Remote and Brings Back Karen, Cat Adolescent, Mr. Boggins, Substitute, Willy The Hieregoat, Exchange Student, Zoraeban, Demonic Angel, and Aphelion, Distant. The adventure ends Tuesday, September 15, 2020 at 12:00
Pacific! Don't let the gruff behavior and the high expectations of this Valkyrie keep you away – Hildr is actually quite sweet and there for everyone! Everyone's Welcome and Good Sugar Water increases Global DPS on adjacent Evil and Bun Crusaders, respectively! Resistance training increases DPS for every 25 levels over 200 4 times! She's stacked so
this stacks! They Mead Powered increase the non-formation skills of all adjacent crusaders, and Song of Death grows gold find Every Strigoi, Angel or Demon tag in training, and Shieldermatron's Handbook to increase the effects of level 50 and level 100 upgrades. It's not the Gym. Gymnastics. without sweaty equipment. Her whistle grows Song of Death,
Nectar of the Gods grows Mead Powered and protective equipment is always important, her breastplate buffs The Shieldmatron's Handbook. Recruit Hildr, Valkyrie EP | Hildr, occupy a slot in the band. Only Schoolhouse Flagel Crusaders Crusaders can be used. Get to zone 400. Prep Rally | Cheerleader and DJ occupy slots in training. Every 30 seconds,
they cheer and bop, stimulating adjacent crusaders by -20% to 200% DPS. Get to zone 450. Cooking class | The endless soup pot occupies a slot in formation. Food monsters spawn randomly, and for every 50 food monsters killed, gold soup buffs find with 10% additive. Gold Find Crusaders cannot be used. Get to area 475. Photo Class | The camera
monsters spawn randomly, freezing the DPS while they're alive. Get to area 500. Tissue basket 101 | DPS and gold find bonuses from Idols are disabled. Get to area 525. Equipment for event crusaders can be found in silver and educational jewelry chests, which you can earn from goals and free game or buy in store. Each non-recruitment goal will drop a
chest for its given level of the Crusaders, and the free game will drop all the tier chests. Level 2, tier 3, tier 4 and tier 5 crusader tools will appear in all-level coffers only after you have unlocked those crusaders. You can select the chest level you buy from the store when you go to purchase real money chests or event currency. Previously-available Tier 1, Tier
2, Tier 3, and Tier 4 Crusaders are again available to unlock as part of Sasha's Schoolhouse Flagel 5. For more information about these Crusaders, check out our event blogs from previous years: You'll have until Tuesday, September 15, 2020 at 12:00 Pacific to complete Sasha's Flagel Schoolhouse 5! August 28 COTLI: Ms. Finklebottom Revenge, Level 4!
Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. The time has come, now it's time for The Tier 4 goals for Mrs. Finklebottom's revenge campaign! Address these goals once again to help build your ruby stash up. I pointed out what changed with them for Level 4, but they still have all the fun changes added along the way and in previous levels. The journey from the
Ring Reach 1000 area. Hobbits are changing positions in every 250 areas now. The ringers will shoot the Crusaders if they reach the band. It's giving 650 rubies. Call the Eagles! Get to zone 1050. Only animal crusaders can be used. It's granting 700 rubies. Let's dial reach Reach 1050. Some of the spawned monsters can only be damaged by projectiles. It's
granting 700 rubies. It's the Climb Reach 1100 area. Healing skills Ineffective. It's granting 700 rubies. It's getting hot here reach 1200. Random volcano buffs get stronger every time a crusader dies. It's granting 700 rubies. Vertical Boundary Coverage Area Only supernatural Crusaders can be used. It's granting 700 rubies. Dead Snow Reach area 1200.
Tough zombies now spawn after 3 smaller zombies are killed. It's granting 700 rubies. This weekend, we also offer Flash Sale Frenzy. Starting at 11:00 Pacific Time (UTC-7) today, Friday, August 28, 2020, and running until Monday, August 31, 2020 at Pacific Time at noon (UTC-7), you will receive a new flash sales offer every 6 hours, or every time you
purchase the current flash sale, if you miss any of the Golden Epics on the list that I have curated- If you own all the gold items in the list , the game will continue to give you flash sales, where there are still those you are missing for your own Crusaders. Enjoy! August 13 COTLI: Dr. Evil's Summer Sabotage 5!  Posted in Crusaders of the Lost Idols. Five
years, five summer games and five times sabotaged by Dr. Evil. Dr. Evil's Summer Sabotage returns, bringing a Para Rugby Crusader into the game. Oona, Para Rugby Star promises to be a superbly-strong DPS Crusader in the right formation. We can't wait! This year's event runs until Tuesday, August 25, at 12PM PDT, introducing Oona, Para Rugby Star
and bringing back Veronica, Archer Android, Bubba, Orc Swimming, Golden Hound, Milgrid Mining Mage, Dr. Evil, PhD, and Euodia, Sfencer! Tags: event, DPS, female, elfANUNCER 1: Have you ever watched Para Rugby? It's scary! And there's no one scarier on the field than Oona, Para Rugby Star. Announcer 2: The fact that she is a Record Chaser is
certainly noteworthy – her DPS increases exponentially as the rate of enemy eggs increases. ANNOUNCER 1: Whoa! Yes, it combines well with her stamina elven, which increases her DPS for every 25 levels over and including 200, multiplying her DPS by a factor of 4. staywith her Blueshift? Did you see that? I don't have one yet, but I've heard that
somehow it makes enemies weaker, reducing their actual level by 25, while preserving their damage and gold values. And, of course, he also plays The Murderball. Don't make me start with this - it's a force to be reckoned with! She can start a Dime and improve the Chaser Record even further. Would you say there's no boundaries? I certainly would. It is an
advantage for any training. Recruit Oona, Para Rugby Star | Oona, Para Rugby Star and two cheerleaders occupy slots in formation, moving to every 100 zones. Cheerleader gold buff found when gold-finding Crusaders are adjacent to them. DPS crusaders are not available. Get to zone 400. Quadratlon | The four summary clones are back, each with an
annoying unique power. Get to zone 450. Flame boiler | There's a volcano in formation! At the entrance to each area, the volcano erupts, spawning between 5 and 10 monsters of indestructible fire. Get to area 475. Sporting goods | Demonic deliveries occupy six raw slots in training. Get to area 500. Golden Pistol | A mysterious man occupies a slot in
training, and buffs your DPS. Get to area 525. Equipment for the Crusaders event can be found in Silver and Jeweled Crusader Games Chests, which you can earn from goals and game for free or buy in store. Each non-recruitment goal will drop a chest for its given level of the Crusaders, and the free game will drop all the tier chests. Level 2, tier 3, tier 4
and tier 5 crusader tools will appear in all-level coffers only after you have unlocked those crusaders. You can select the chest level you buy from the store when you go to purchase real money chests or event currency. Previously-available Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4 Crusaders are again available to unlock as part of Dr. Evil's Summer Sabotage 5. For
more information about these Crusaders, check out our event blogs from previous years: Players will have until Tuesday, August 25 at 12:00 PDT to complete Dr. Evil's Summer Sabotage 5. Page 3 May 17th, 2016 All good things ..... Egg Breaker Adventures Posted in Egg Breaker Adventures. Hi Breakers, It weighs heavily on our hearts to share that the
Egg Breaker series no longer receives enough interest to continuously develop new content. After seven and a half years of egg breaking fun and over 70 billion broken eggs, we are releasing our ultimate new monkey content: Sunset Puzzle Monkey. Along with Sunset Puzzle Monkey, we will be giving all players a very special free Sunset Hat with a
powerful buff. Please accept this gift as a token of our appreciation for your support over the years. After this final version of content, we will no longer be developing new content for the Egg Breaker series. The volunteer chat mode program will be suspended and Erika will no longer be chatting on Thursdays. However, the existing Egg Breaker Adventures
game will remain indefinitely and progress will not be lost. We'll keep the game and chat live, so you can still come eggs and chat with your friends. Existing events will continue to repeat each year. We would like to take this opportunity to thank you. Many of you have been with us from the very beginning and it has been an amazing adventure we have gone
on together. We can't thank you enough for all the years of egg breaking! P.S. This news applies only to the Egg Breaker series. We will continue to provide updates and new content to Bush Whacker 2 and Crusaders of the Lost Idols. Happy Smashing! Codename Entertainment April 1, 2016 Chat with Erika about EBA! Posted in Egg Breaker Adventures.
Hello Breakers! Thanks for wearing it with during the pains of growing the liberation of the Crusaders. Because it was an unexpectedly massive success, which created many chat rooms and communities to keep track, our community management efforts were strained. I Have that part of your joy of Egg Breaker sees us at CodeName in chat and we know
that this didn't happen as much as we would like. So, we'll try something new. Instead of Erika spending time chatting at unannounced points throughout the week, we'll schedule a specific time each week for her to spend an hour in Facebook chat for Egg Breaker Adventures, answering your questions directly (assuming the information is available, of
course). This way, the community will know exactly when they can connect with Erika in chat. If you can't be online to talk to her live at this time, you can always post questions and suggestions on code name forums, and seek technical assistance through the ticket ing system as usual. Starting on the week of April 12, Erika will be chatting facebook for Egg
Breaker Adventures every Thursday, 11 am – Noon Pacific Time. November 13, 2015 Cook up Thanksgiving for EBA Monkeys Posted in Egg Breaker Adventures. Hello Breakers! It's time to thank you for all things. And what does thank you say you're in my life better than a good meal? The Pilgrim Monkey is on hand to ensure that the fall reward is
harvested, to prepare an epic feast for all monkeys to enjoy. Help him prepare the Thanksgiving meal by decorating the table and filling it with delicious food fillings. Collect wild turkeys to win trophy room decorations, complete the Egg Challengechallenges for sweet delights, or check out the extras available in Pilgrim Monkey's store! - Collect 18 different
types of supplies to prepare for a celebration in increasing quantities. - You'll have to find... ... 4 elements of preparation to advance from the bronze stage to the silver stage, ... 4 elements of preparation to advance from the silver stage to the golden stage, ... 12 items of preparation at the golden stage, and who have won all 12 prizes to win the Thanksgiving
Event Trophy! You have to use buff multiplier! Here's how it works: daily multiplier buff increases every time Pilgrim Monkey's Feed Thanksgiving Tokens event, up to an 8x buff: Monkey feed once, increase buff to 2x, feed monkey twice, increase buff to 4x, monkey feed three times, buff increases to 8x – extra feedings past this won't increase the multiplier
any further , it will remain capped at 8x If you only activate the monkey, but do not feed it, the buff will not increase. You have to feed Monkey Pilgrim for buff to grow. The basic basic buff x2 applies only to the gains of preparatory elements. The graph for the buff itself will not change by placing the cursor over the icon On the right side of the breaking screen,
you can see the buff leveled up to. All normal buffs are available. The base multiplier will reset every day at Midnight PST. Let's break down the stage of the special event of the Pilgrim monkey: From Monkey's Special Event Screen, You Can: Watch how long is left until the end of the event, visually watching the holiday table become crowded with tasty
goodness! See your progress towards the current training items, See the current cost of the items you are working for, Keep the progress count of Wild Turkey Achievement! Easily track progress toward completed preparation, Prizes collected (Click the Prize button to see which ones you've won/missing), Progression Ribbons and Thanksgiving Trophy!
Ribbons: 3 successive ribbons for progression, which permanently adds +5, +10 or +15 hammers, respectively. Trophy: Can be displayed in a trophy room. The Ribbon and Trophy (if won) are awarded after the end of the event on November 27, 2015. The largest ribbon won will be awarded. Wild Turkey Achievement: So you break eggs, wild turkeys
appear and wander around the screen. Gently touch the turkey before it disappears! The turkey will try to escape, but a painless and magical tap you have a fragrant turkey, perfectly cooked! At 1, 50 and 250 turkey found, you will unlock special decorations for the trophy room. Turkeys will continue to appear after you have earned your last achievement, but
you can continue to hit them. Tab Supplies: Thanksgiving Crate Costs 250 Token-Uri Thanksgiving-Contains a random selection of hammers, multipliers and star parts – Must be used by 11:59:59 PST on 2015-11-28! (We encourage you to use them by the end of the day, November 27, just in case!) Excerpt Tab: Available for event tokens: From 2014:
Pumpkin Pie Hat: 10% more event tokens from 2013: Drumstick Hammer: Easy more new stars for 2015: Turkey Neck Hammer: Less Nothings! Available for Monkey Bucks: 2013 Pilgrim Hat: Increase holiday/event chip win and Star wins by 10% 2013 Turkey Hat: Increase holiday/event token stakes and win multiplayer by 10% 2014 Chef's Hat: Chance
that the last broken egg was free and 10% more gold! 2014 Football Helmet: The small chance of a Hammer bonus win and 10% more event tokens! The Thanksgiving event will run until Friday November 27 @ PST noon. Post comments and questions on forums! November 6, 2015 It's time for some intrigue in EBA! Posted in Egg Breaker Adventures.
Greetings Breakers! The name Kong.... George Kong. A ebony and stylish monkey with superb skills and a talent to get in, and out, of trouble. This beautiful primate is the Fairy Challenge's favorite spy movie, so she put together the all-new Agent 009 Burst Event to celebrate everything about him! During the event, special challenge eggs will replace all eggs
challenge normal, and the eggs will appear at a higher rate than usual. Players can win 12 event prizes of various spy themed items from cashing in event tokens with Challenge Fairy Monkey. For the toughest of the toughest there are 3 awesome prizes! Spy Trilby adds more multipliers! Golden Gun Hammer adds more multipliers! The Martini set makes any
trophy room ready for a visit from Agent 009! Talk about it on the forums! The event will run until Wednesday, November 11, at noon PST! November 4, 2015 EBA Volunteer Chat Moderators Posted in Egg Breaker Adventures. Love Egg Breaker Adventures? Are you chatting? Then consider becoming a voluntary chat mode! If you want to become a
moderator, help the community and make a difference in people's lives, you're in the right place! Minimum requirements You must meet the following criteria to apply to the moderator: You must be 18 years of age or older. An account that has been active for 6 or more months. Active community participation (forum posts, chat, etc.) of a useful and attentive
nature. There is no history of account abuse. Our expectations when considering an applicant: You don't need to be an expert on our games, or finished content available to be considered for a moderation position. We expect that you will keep up to date with the content, which benefits you from multiple sources of information (Blog, Forums, Wiki, if any)
Chat moderators interface in real time with community members through our in-game chats. As a moderator chat you: You must move quickly, and be able to answer briefly, succinct lysting to answer a player's question. You have to be not only able to keep up with the conversation, but be attentive to multiple conversation threads at once – getting players
to stop chatting even for a moment is almost impossible. You have to anticipate how their tone will be received – you can't edit what you say in the chat, once it's there, players won't hesitate to copy and paste the exact answers back to you, to take out of context what you're saying. You have to assume every question in the chat is legitimately asked.
Sarcasm in chat is never received so it is intended. Drop it out of the entire vocabulary (no matter how SORELY you are tempted), and you'll lose fewer questions that way. This is what you will need to know to successfully complete an app and increase your chances of becoming a moderator in one of our games. Rules of application for moderation: We do
not ask email to be a way if there are no openings listed. Don't email us asking to become a way (we expect you to read this article.) Don't send multiple emails asking to be a moderator. Don't start a forum thread about what a moderator should be. DO NOT spam or promote inappropriate behavior if your request Refused. DO shows maturity with your in-
game actions and posts. Pay attention to others, try to help new players. ( Hint, these will be the main tasks if you are selected for moderation training.) DO continue to work on your interpersonal skills and show maturity within the community. Grow your account and whether your application is accepted or rejected. Please fill out the entire form and be as
honest as possible. If we choose to proceed with your request, you will be contacted by email with further instructions. A clear understanding of the following is required*. Chat &amp; Forum Guidelines: Privacy Policy: * Additional resources may be made available to Moderators upon acceptance of the application. As a code-named chat moderator, you will
expect to: guide the community in acceptable behaviors and teach new gamers the game. Report any major bugs, harmful community trends, or other emergencies directly to the Community Manager. Reports of any action taken while modering. When you play the game, you are always a moderator. By becoming a moderator, you sacrifice the option to play
the game only as a player. Answer players' questions and explain why a player has been silenced by private messages. Report any inappropriate names or permanent bans that are required to support. As a CNE moderator, you'll have the following advantages and abilities: The text in the chat will appear as a different color to help regular players identify
your responses. Contact support to request bans for players who violate our Chat Rules of Conduct. You will be a trusted part of the community, in touch with the community and development team. Are you still interested? Awesome! We are currently accepting requests for volunteer moderators for Egg Breaker Adventures on Facebook! If you would like to
request a moderator position, please fill in this APPLICATION. NOTE: In general, we get a large volume of apps; you will only receive a response if you are selected for the next stage of the selection process. DO NOT send us multiple emails or forms if you haven't received a response. In doing so, your application will be cancelled immediately. October 30,
2015 Deja Vu Bonuses in EBA Posted in Egg Breaker Adventures. Earn awesome bonuses by resetting monkeys! Now you can win Deja Vu Tokens by resetting the monkeys. Spend these tokens on awesome bonuses! Play your favorite monkey again for more score and bonuses! Here is the breakdown: Reset any completed monkey by clicking the reset
button at the bottom of the screen select stage This will bring a confirmation dialog showing how many Deja Vu Tokens will be won and what will be lost from the monkey. Note: The score and trophy camera for a monkey will not be lost. The following items will be reset: All prizes for the selected monkey. All gold and area. Additional banana hammers for the
selected monkey won by completing the stages. All the stars. All multipliers. All monkey hammers above the value of hammers a reset leaves you with gained from a banana feed. Number of Deja Vu chips you earn based on the score from the last reset. The higher the score you have the more tokens you get! Since no score is lost, you can increase your
current score in the ranking, having another chance to multiply all prizes. Spend your Deja Vu chips on Deja Vu Bonuses in the Deja Vu Bonuses dialog at the top of the monkey islands screen. They can be spent on the following awesome bonuses: More Star Wins. More multipliers wins. More awards. More Hammer Wins. More token area wins. More golden
eggs. More silver eggs. More buff eggs. More hammers on the banana. The more resets you make, the better you can improve your Deja Vu bonuses. These Deja Vu Bonuses will apply to all monkeys! So start with Deja Vu today and maximize these monkey scores! Special Weekend Bonus: By Noon PST November 2nd all Deja Vu chips won since
resetting the monkeys will be doubled! October 21, 2015 Trick or Treat with Egg Breaker Adventures Posted in Egg Breaker Adventures. Brains! Brains! Caaandy! Zombie Monkey is back for some bad Hallowe'en on Egg Breaker Adventure Islands! Help him collect his food of his choice, Candy! - Find Hallowe'en Candy in eggs in the special stages of
Zombie Monkey to fill Candy bags to advance between bronze, silver and gold levels. You're going to have to fill... ... 6 Bags of Candy to advance from the bronze stage to the silver stage, ... 6 Bags of Candy to advance from the silver stage to the golden stage, ... 12 Bags of Candy at the golden stage, and having won all 12 prizes to win the Hallowe'en
Event Trophy!. Buff the permanent daily multiplier is back! Here's the low-bottom on how buff works: the daily upgradeable multiplier buff, which increases every time you feed the Zombie Monkey Hallowe'en Tokens event, up to a buff of 8x: Feed the monkey once, increase the buff to 2x, feed the monkey twice, increase the buff to 4x, feed the monkey three
times, buff increases to 8x – additional feeds past this will not increase the multiplier any further , it will remain capped at 8x If you only activate the monkey, but do not feed it, the buff will not increase. You have to feed Zombie Monkey for buff to grow. The permanent buff of the x2 base applies only to candy gains. The graph for the buff itself will not change,
by placing the cursor over the buff icon on the right side of the screen breaking, you can see the buff has leveled up to. All normal buffs are available. The base multiplier will reset every day at Midnight Pacific Time. New for 2015: Zombie Monkey Egg Challenge! For additional sweet bonuses, you can complete the challenges in the Zombie monkey!
Complete of them to unlock the next one! You'll get a Trophy Room bonus item for completing 5 and 10 challenges! For finishing all 14, you get a trophy that gives you an extra 10 Hammers on the banana! From the zombie monkey's special event screen, you can: watch how long Left by the end of the event, visually watch the mountains of sweet goodness
grow with each bag filled! See your progress towards the current candy bag, see the current cost of the deliveries you are working for, easily track your progress towards stuffed bags, collected prizes (Click the Prize button to see which you have won/missing), Progression Ribbons and the Hallowe'en Trophy! Ribbons: 3 successive ribbons for progression,
which permanently adds +5, +10 or +15 hammers, respectively. Trophy: Can be displayed in a trophy room. The largest unlocked ribbon and the Hallowe'en Trophy (if won) will be awarded after the event ends Wednesday, November 4 at noon PST. On the Supplies tab: Hallowe'en Crate - 250 Hallowe'en Tokens - Contains a random selection of hammers,
multipliers and star parts - Must be used by 11:59:59 PST on 2015-11-5! (We encourage you to use them by the end of the day on November 4, just in case!) On the Extras tab: From 2013: Hallowe'en Hammer - Small increased chances of winning Multipliers Cost: 5000 Hallowe'en Tokens From 2014: Bat Hat - 10% more Tok Zone Cost ens: 5000
Hallowe'en Tokens Witch Hat: - Small chance of bonus multiplier - Small chance of Bonus Star Cost: 200 Monkey Bucks Jack-o-Lantern Hat: - Small chance of winning is doubled! - 10% more Cost Multipliers: 200 New Monkey Bucks for 2015: Possessed Pumpkin Hammer – Add More Star Cost: 5000 Hallowe'en Tokens The Hallowe'en Event will run until
Wednesday November 4, @ PST at noon. Scare up forums with feedback! October 14, 2015 Glam Up for Fashion Event! Posted in Egg Breaker Adventures. Greetings Breakers! It's the most fashionable event of the season! Mr. Monkey has invited the Fairy Challenge to show off her skills to fashion design – and she will rise to the challenge with your help!
During the event, special challenge eggs will temporarily replace all normal challenge eggs, and eggs will appear at a higher rate than usual. Players can win 12 event prizes of different fashion themed items from cashing in event tokens with Challenge Fairy Monkey. For the toughest challenges, there are 3 wonderful prizes! Hammer handbag adds less
Nothings! Toque Feathery adds less Nothings! The Mannequin Head adds style to any trophy room! Talk about it on the forums! The event runs until Wednesday 21 October at the PDT afternoon! October 9, 2015 Oktoberfest Burst Event! Posted in Egg Breaker Adventures. Greetings Breakers! Oktoberfest has come to Egg Breaker Adventures Islands!
Celebrate all the fun and celebration with the Fairy Challenge breaking event! Delicious food, good drinks and exciting new music to listen to, is a Interesting! During the event, special challenge eggs will temporarily replace all normal challenge eggs, and eggs will appear at a higher rate than usual. Usually. Can win 12 event awards of various Oktoberfest
Themed Items from cashing in event tokens with Challenge Fairy Monkey. For the toughest challenges, there are 3 wonderful prizes! The sausage hammer adds more stars! The Ledertze hat adds 10% more stars! Novelty Beer Mug adds fond memories to any trophy room! Talk about it on the forums! The event will run until Tuesday, October 13th, at noon
PDT! October 2, 2015 Outta Ballpark! Posted in Egg Breaker Adventures. Greetings Breakers! Get your ass back! The ball is hit! It's taking a long time! It's over the fence! Grand Slam! Mister Monkey is a big fan of the sport. Get ready to celebrate the baseball playoff season with a new challenge event. The Fairy Challenge is back with a Baseball Champions
event! During the event, special challenge eggs will temporarily replace all normal challenge eggs, and eggs will appear at a higher rate than usual. Players can win 12 event prizes of various themed baseball items from cashing in event tokens with The Fairy Monkey Challenge. For the toughest challenges, there are 3 wonderful prizes! Bat Hammer adds
more area tokens! Team Cap Hat adds 10% Less Nothings! The Championship Trophy adds a winning explosion to any trophy room! Talk about it on the forums! The event will run until Friday, October 9, at noon PDT! Page 4 December 14th BW2: Extra Life Charity Drive 2020 Coupons! Posted in Bush Whacker 2. To all those who donated to our Extra Life
campaign: Thank you. Thanks to your generosity, we've been able to raise over $18,000 CAD to help sick and injured children. Of which, Bush Whacker 2 team was able to raise over $1,300 CAD! We had four goals that each unlocked a proper promo code, and the generous donations unlocked 3 of them! Redeem them before February 1, 2021: Goal Code
Effect $200 EXTR-ALIF-E020-0200 1 Cake, which restores 75% of maximum energy! $500 EXTR-ALIF-E020-0500 1 Clean Feed Voucher! $1000 EXTR-ALIF-E020-1000 1 unique DNA! $1500 Blocked 50 Bush Bucks We're canceling Codename Entertainment 24 Hours Extra Life 2020 live stream due to new pandemic restrictions in British Columbia through
early January. While we are sad to make this announcement, we are happy to do our part of helping in the fight against COVID-19. Read the cne blog post for more details December 11 BW2: December 11, 2020 Release Notes Posted in Bush Whacker 2. - Updated Christmas Event - Added New Personalization Items and Ranch - Added New Ribbons and
100% Reward - Added New Pet Snowman and Christmas Tree Quest Rewards - Added new to fish out of the ice fishing hole - Added new item in the present present most left - Added a new gift to steal from the Slippery House - Added new krampus achievement - Added Christmas cookies you can from Ms. Claus sweater shop after you buy the sweater
annually - Added 3 new pets second weekend of the event - Added new event mounts in Bush Bucks sale and mount packages, available on the first weekend of the event - After you have collected all 13 holiday 2020 pet pieces, return to the Commons to find someone to help you assemble them in Comrade Holidoll Cat companion! - Fixed various types of
reported writing and quest descriptions. Keep the reports the same! December 11 BW2: Christmas time is here! Christmas Event 2020 Posted in Bush Whacker 2. Get into the mood that of the holiday season by addressing the Christmas event bushwhackia. You'll want to start by heading to the event area in the Commons to meet up with the failed elf and
help him establish his teleporter. (It's delicate, OK?) Once you've got it operational, you'll be able to make your journey away to the North Pole, where you'll find a lot of characters who need your special skills to make holiday holidays work! Your main task will be to help elves make gifts by bringing their Candy Canes (which you find in the bushes), but there is
a real holiday-related holiday smorgasbord to complete as well. All these quests will unlock during the event, the last unlock on Christmas Day. Once you have found reindeer chow for poor reindeer, then you can help Santa by delivering a gift to a random home everyday. This year's update includes: a new Christmas tree for your farm received from
completing the Decora Tree quest; a new Snowman companion from the Build of Snowman search; another personalised element for ice fishing; a new achievement of dress-up; a new item to steal; and more! Get 100% completing this event to collect the ultimate Pet Piece holiday from 2020! After collecting all 13 2020 pet holiday pieces, return to the
Commons to find someone to help you assemble them into Comrade Holidoll Cat! Christmas pet song! Here's the event that started the gift tradition! Once a day, if you have excess chips, you can send a gift to a friend! These gifts will contain a random amount of gold, energy, mana, power and come with some other treats as well. If you want to send more
gifts in a day, it will cost you a few Bush Bucks. Talk to Sasha at the North Pole to learn more! Sasha has the power to give to your friends! There are a total of twenty-nine possible achievements to be earned in the Christmas 2020 event: Achievements returning to 2020: Apprentice Elf Helper – You were responsible for at least one gift! Journeyman Elf
Helper - You were responsible for at least 20 gifts! Professional Elf Helper - You Were for at least 50 gifts! Expert Elf Helper – You were responsible for at least 50 gifts from each Elf! Santa Man - You delivered a gift to someone's house! Various Santa – You've delivered a gift to several houses! Schoolyard Victor - You've won 5 snowball fights! Herder
reindeer - - Saved the reindeer 5 times! Yay! Gifts - You have opened a gift from the developers! 12 Days of Bushmas - You've finished all 12 days of Bushmas! Christmas Savior - You helped all needy citizens at the North Pole! Snow-ho-ho! - You built yourself a snowman! Well-arranged caroling - Find all the special arrangements of the famous Christmas
carols. Weather sweater - Buy one of Mrs. Claus weather specialty sweater. Grumpy Cocoa - You helped fix Grumpus a hot cocoa! Added / Changed for 2020: Haberdashery Holiday – You bought all the items 2020 Christmas event!* Nicked Knicknacks - You stole something from someone's house! Kind Krampus - You delivered a gift dressed as Krampus!
We also have 10 achievements from the events of the previous year that can be earned by spending some Bush Bucks, where a player was not present during the first years: Santa Santa – You're practically Santa Claus! (deliver a gift while dressed as Santa Claus) Materialist - You bought all the items for Christmas 2012 event! Reverse Grinch - You
delivered a gift dressed as a Grinch! All Toys - You bought all the items for Christmas 2013 event! Returns are not allowed! - You bought all the items of the Christmas 2014 event! Shopping season - You have purchased all the items of the Christmas 2015 event! Winter Solstice Souvenirs - You have purchased all the items of the Christmas 2016 event! The
gift of getting - You have purchased all the items of the Christmas 2017 event! Boxing Day - You bought all the items of the Christmas 2018 event! Stocking Stuffers - You bought all the items of Christmas event 2019! * The Christmas mini Golf piece is not included in the making of holiday haberdashery, and therefore it is not necessary to buy it. Note:
Reverse Santa achievements, Reverse Santa 2.0, Napping Nate Nabber, Gift of Taking, Naughty Nabbber, Job Perks, and Burglar Thief are not available during the 2020 event. New 2020 Mounts! Solemn Elk Guardian Mounts New mounts are available from December 11 to 2 p.m. The Guardian Elk mount comes for free with the first purchase of 100 Bush
dollars or more! Rime Elk and Eclipse Elk are in packages containing 100 Bush Bucks, 10 Clean Feed Vouchers, and a VIP Voucher! New 2020 Pet Packs: What festive creatures are they?! soon! December 18-21! Keep an eye on the pop-up sale! Many other pets and ranch items available from previous years via Ye Past Yuletide Store Share holiday spirit
on forums! The Christmas event will run until Tuesday 29 December at noon PST (8pm GMT.) December 9 BW2: December 9, 2020 Release Notes Posted in Bush Whacker 2. - 10 new pets are now in rotation for animal breeding quests Misty's! - Added 9 new unique variants of the 13 pet genre to the PAGAS egg shop. - Added a PAGAS Pet Progress
reward levels for 700 and 750 unique pets. - Maybe trade now down the rarer DNA of talking to Vincent as he chooses I would to trade my DNA, then I'd like to trade JOS my DNA chat options. - All stores have been improved to show how many of a pet or mountain you have owned or the amount of inventory or ranch item you have when you mouse over the
image of the store item! - Fixed the set keychain buttons in the inventory do not update to show that you have equipped one when using the hotkeys. - Fix the mountain does not face down when you equip a set of keychain. - Fixed is not able to re-equip the last set of keychain you equipped after changing your pennies. - Changed the keychain set hotkeys
from Q, W, E, R, T to 1,2,3,4,5 for a better map to the numbers on the buttons themselves, and to prevent accidental switching when mis-clicked on the chat sidebar. - Fix more set bonus lists go off the screen when you view them in inventory. They are now divided into several columns where they have more than 10 bonuses. - Extended keychain set slot
preview images. - On Desktop Launcher, added an exclamation mark on the options (tools) menu buttons that show when you have active tickets. Red for waiting for response, green for unread answers. - Added a more descriptive error message for some previouserrors just described as invalid parameters. This will hopefully help with troubleshooting a time
error that could rarely happen when using Desktop Launcher. - Fixed various types of reported writing and quest descriptions. Keep the reports the same! December 9 BW2: Generation 13 Pets are here! Posted in Bush Whacker 2. A new selection of creatures are now available to be your companions! These weird abandoned random eggs scattered all over
Bushwhackia have been switched up and all new pets are ready to hatch when you accept Find an egg quest from Misty. She will also have all generation 12 eggs available to buy for Bush Bucks during Find an Egg Quest. Misty will no longer let players abandon Gen 12 pet eggs that they are hatching (they are now too rare). Only the company eggs of the
current generation can be abandoned during the hatching. Please note that if you are in the middle of an incubator a pet, then that egg will still hatch in any pet it would have been before. Generation 12 pet eggs can now be found in Quester's Bags (with the same limitations as Generation 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 eggs, which will still be available in
backpacks.) Hank now sells a random assortment of 1 Generation 13 pet hatched level (instead of Generation 12) for the Bush Bucks in his pet store. 13 pet eggs are available to buy with DNA in the PAGAS store once you have hatched at least five Generation 13 pets. These include 9 unique variants of new pets. The Pet Progress dialogue now includes
the 13th generation of pets. Another 19 new pets that all players can unlock! There are new PAGAS Pet Progress reward levels for 700 and 750 unique pets for those passionate collectors! A new pet called Tent, and 10 more unique DNA, respectively. You can also trade down the rarer DNA of talking to Vincent as you choose I'd like to trade my DNA, then
I'd like to trade down my DNA chat options. In addition to these new pets, all stores have been upgraded to show how many of a pet or mount you have owned or the amount of inventory or ranch item you have when you mouse over the store item image! And now, without further ado, the information you've all been waiting for: Wasp Cootie Robo Dwarf
Meduze Blue Tang Trub Spooky Roach Luna Moth Quokka Comment on the new additions on the forum! December 4 BW2: December 4, 2020 Release Notes Posted in Bush Whacker 2. - Resuming the copper creature sour mini event with 3 new pets. - Changed the copper creature collector mini quests event to unlock at noon instead of 20 hours after the
last. So the second search unlocks at 12 PM on Saturday, third at 12 PM on Sunday, and 4th at 12 PM on Monday. - Fixed levels of pets do not count when you are ready to return in search of potential proliferation. - Creature Collector's Cache store now has Misc and Personalization tabs. - Stones dropped from the Energem keychain of Moonstone rarity
and above now have a pop-up, would have stones dropped from the bushes. (As of December 2) - The chances of Energem keychain dropping a gem are reduced when whack bushes below your level. For example, at level 100 you will find less Energem Gems whacking bushes that cost 1 energy than you would whacking bushes that cost 10+ energy. The
lower the level, the greater the chances. (As of December 2) – Added a more aggressive end of the Flash notification above the game on the web, requiring the use of Desktop Launcher. We just want to be prepared – Added a Scream Town Search to start keychain sets unlock the search chain, so that's more obvious. (As of November 27) – Generation 13
Pets coming soon! - Fixed various types of reported writing and quest descriptions. Keep the reports the same! December 4 BW2: Copper Collector Creature - Reindeer! Posted in Bush Whacker 2. The eccentric Creature Collector is back in the House of Commons, this time with a trio of reindeer! Head to the event area and choose one to train. You have
until noon on Wednesday, December 9to complete the collector's four daily quests, level up the chosen creature, earn Creature Coppers to spend in their shop, and get another page at Creature Collector's Compendium! The Compendium page will be given after the event is over. If you don't have a creature collector's Compendium ranch element, you'll
when you get the first page. After the event, the collector will be taking their creature back, unless they adopt it by purchasing his appropriate pet pack, available from Monday December 7. Train hard, Bush Whackers! Update: Training quests unlock now at noon, Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Sunday, Monday, instead of 20 hours after the last. Those busy at
weekends can still catch up! Note: The power of VIP Quest Reset does not reset these mini event quests, and they are not affected by Time Turner and Timey Whikey Watch. When you talk to Taela Iva in the event area, you can select the chat option Which past pets are for sale?. This will open a new store that will contain 3 premium non-event pets that
you've never owned! They cost Bush Bucks, like event stores. The selection will change the next time Taela Iva visits the event area. I did this in response to players asking to see the old premium pets we've lost on, to help you complete your pet collection. Snag these old school pets you're missing out on! Read the release notes! Chat about this mini-event
on the forum! November 27 BW2: Trinket update sets! Posted in Bush Whacker 2. Many bush fools are derided that they have to change their pennies, and rightly so. But that's changing today! A new talent emerged among the Bush Whakers, and a proud organization around it. It's time to join The Trinket Slingers! Once you have reached level 75, after
having unlocked all 8 normal keychain slots, you may notice a new section in the inventory, but unfortunately it is locked! At this point, a new search chain becomes available. Someone from Deep Swamp will train you in The Ways of Trinket Slinging, an art built around the use of special Trinket bandoliers. Complete their quests to earn yourself the first two
Trinket Bandoliers and join their ranks! Once you've got your bandoliers, you can start using keychain sets! You will find the new interface above your pennies in your inventory. Click the save button to open the save menu, allowing you to save the currently equipped pennies on the appropriate setting button. Mouse over a saved set button to see a preview
of what trinkets it contains, and what bonuses that offer the set. Note that this does not include bonuses from pets, mountain, or sword runes. You can unlock up to 5 sets of keychain by purchasing more bandoliers for gold and gems. Each new bandolier costs more than the last. If you have a set of keychains saved, the keychain set switch button will appear
on the bottom bar! This allows you to equip keychain sets without having to open the inventory. You can also use the keyboard buttons Q, W, E, R, T equip the appropriate set keychain without having to click the buttons with the mouse. We've added some related fixes and fixes with this update, which you can check in Release Notes. can I get sets of
keychains? Must be level 75, have unlocked all 8 normal keychain slots, and completed quests that become available in the Deep Swamp area. You'll see this requirement when you hover over the new keychain set interface in the inventory. can unlock the other 3 3 three other sets unlock at levels 120, 170, and 220, respectively. If you meet the level
requirement, the corresponding button will display a dollar sign. Clicking on it will allow you to buy slot for gold and gems. The amount of gold and gems increases for each slot. Where do I save my keychain sets? In your inventory above your pennies. There is a line of numbered square buttons and a save button. Click the save button, and then click the
number of the set in which you want to save the currently equipped pennies. The button will rotate when you've saved it. I'm equipping a set of keychains I saved? Simply click the square button of the set you saved to, and you'll instantly equip these pennies! You can also press a key on your keyboard to do the same. The tool tip displayed when you hover
over the button says what the quick key is. Can I release my saved keychain sets? Yes! Click the save button in the inventory, and then click the X button at the top of the list. You'll get a confirmation pop-up, asking if you want to delete all saves the set of keychains. Will I know if I've equipped a slot? Absolutely! If you have the same keychains equipped as
saved in a set, the set button will have a yellow arrow pointing at it. Why doesn't Power Whacks matter for unlocking missions? It's a technical limitation, I'm sorry! I tried to formulate the lens to match how it works. It matters if the type of item you find in a bush is Fruit/Mana/Power/Gold/Gem, not how many of them pop out. Any bonuses that create extra fruit,
would be Nothings to fruit/energy, will matter though! Can I use the same keychain in multiple sets? Absolutely! Share your thoughts and feedback on this feature on forums! November 27 BW2: November 27, 2020 Release Notes Posted in Bush Whacker 2. - Added Keychain Sets! An upgrade that allows you to quickly switch between sets of 8 equipped
pennies, allowing you to easily use the right set of event bonuses. - Added 6 quests to unlock the first 2 sets of keychain - Remaining 3 sets of keychain can be bought for gold and gems at certain levels - pop-up inventory selection (such as for selecting a keychain to equip) now remembers the previous filter settings used if you are choosing the same type of
thing as before. - Fix some empty inventory item slots with a tip tool. - Fix sub-quest timer showing for quests without subquests in the search dialog. - Fixed various types of reported writing and quest descriptions. Keep the reports the same! November 16 BW2: Halloween Contest Winners of 2020 Posted in Bush Whacker 2. We have chosen the winners of
the Halloween 2020 decoration contest! If you weren't aware, winners 1, 2, and 3rd place are chosen by the entire Studio From Entertainment Name, while community choices are voted by you, the warcher community wise! Our top three options earn 250, 200 and 150 Bush dollars, respectively, while the community election takes home cool 50 Bush Bucks.
Without further ado here are your winners: 1st Place Swenlo 2nd Place CrysButcher 3rd Place Blackstar Community Choice 1 jelab Community Choice 2 Leelo Community Choice 3 Marmalade Community Choice 4 kriskross Congratulations again to all our winners! The Bush Buck Awards have been added to your accounts! Page September 5, 25 BW2:
Explorer's League Quest Part 6 Posted in Bush Whacker 2, Legacy Games. Hi Whackers! Are you one of the fearless Bush Whackers who smelled all 20 strange tablets of taming mysterious creatures Pelorus Gryphi in Part 5, and completed up to cumulus Fields? Then Josephine, leader of the Exploratory League, would like to talk to you again. Talk to
Crier Town in the Commons, then look for the fourth story of skyscraper to begin. This new series of daily quests will challenge the skills you learned long ago, and take you all over the lands of Bushwhackia in the process. Note: Time Turner and Timey Wimey Clock keychains will not work on this epic search line. Discuss this update on forums! March 27
BW2: Generation 12 Pets are here! Posted in Bush Whacker 2, Legacy Games. I have to find them all! A new selection of creatures are now available to be your companions! These weird abandoned random eggs scattered all over Bushwhackia have been switched up and all new pets are ready to hatch when you accept Find an egg quest from Misty. She
will also have all generation 12 eggs available to buy for Bush Bucks during Find an Egg Quest. Other changes to Misty and Hank for Generation 12: Misty will no longer let players abandon Gen 11 pet eggs that they are hatching (they are now too rare). Only the company eggs of the current generation can be abandoned during the hatching. Please note
that if you are in the middle of an incubator a pet, then that egg will still hatch in any pet it would have been before. Generation 11 pet eggs can now be found in Quester's Bags (with the same limitations as Generation 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 eggs, which will still be available in backpacks.) Hank now sells a random assortment of hatched Level 1
Generation 12 pets (instead of Generation 11) to the Bush Bucks in his pet store. PAGAS changes to Generation 12: Generation 12 Pet Eggs are available to buy with DNA in the PAGAS store once you have hatched at least five Generation 12 pets. These include 9 unique variants of new pets. The Pet Progress dialogue now includes the 12th generation of
pets. 19 other animals New company that all players can unlock! New achievements: In addition to these new pets, there are 5 new achievements you can get for raising 10, 25, 50, 75, and 100 different pets at level 40! And now, without further ado, the information you've all been waiting for: Generation 12 Pets: Coyote Liger Blue-Ringed Octopus Flying
Fish Roadrunner Raven Black Black Eyesberg Lurker Snarky Comment on the new additions on the forum! July 9, 2015 EB1 Nation Days Our Nation Days Event is now live! (Better late than never!) Win fireworks tokens in your eggs and then use them to shoot off fireworks on the event page to earn Patriot Points! If you've ever attended this event before,
you'll start where you left off, so you can go after the last or two title you lost! This event will run until July 23, 2015 at 23:59 PDT! June 17, 2015 Graduate with Bush Whacker 1 All children in Ms. Robinson's class take the end-of-semester exams, and need your help! Head to new grounds for examination north of the carnival and offer your help to Mrs.
Robinson and her class! A new baby will need your help every few hours; Help all six for a special reward! While you're at it, gather bright red apples for Mrs. Robinson. Collect enough, and you will win a special pet event! This event will run until noon PDT 30 June! If you have finished this event before, then you may be able to collect duplicates of house
objects, additional ribbons, and your pet if you have lost it before. Gambling! June 11, 2015 EB2 Graduation Event It's time to help Mr. Monkey earn his PhD again! Collect study points while playing and use them to help study it up! Win themed graduation prizes for Mr. Monkey and a trophy item for your trophy room! The event will run until Wednesday, June
24, at 23:59. June 4, 2015 Egg Breaker 1 Graduation Event Our Graduation Event in Egg Breaker Has Started! Study and then take exams to earn points towards graduation! Can you work your way to win a PhD and earn the coveted title of egg breaking teacher? This event will run until Wednesday, June 17, at 11:59 PDT! May 11, 2015 Spring Event in
EB1 Spring Event is now live in Egg Breaker! Find spring tokens and use them to grow plants for your scene. In addition, you can post animals to the wall so that your friends can get them. The event will run until Friday 29 May @ 11:59 PDT. March 31, 2015 Easter in EB1 The annual Easter event has started again! Collect all the different Easter egg
patterns by searching in your backyard! Gambling! The event will run until Tuesday, April 14, at 23:59 PDT. March 31, 2015 Easter Time in BW1 Can you believe it? For the fifth year in a row, someone jumped the Easter bunny and stole all the Easter eggs! Head over from the Easter Meadow north of Carnival to Easter bunny and kaine investigator track
down bandits and recover stolen eggs! Our Easter event will run until April 14 at noon PDT (at which point you won't be able to find any more Easter eggs or clues), but you'll be able to turn in eggs at the carnival until April 19 (at noon PDT). March 11, 2015 Egg Breaker 2 St. Patrick's Event Help Mr. Monkey collect Leprechaun gold to In for St. Patrick's Day
bonuses and progress in the St. Patrick's Day event. This event runs until Tuesday, March 24, at 23:59:59 PDT. Page 6 August 21st, 2015 Explorers' League Desert Adventure! Posted in Titan Shards. Hi Shards Fans! It's event time! A league of explorers set up base camp in the event area and invited you to come while investigating a shard of desert that
drifted nearby. Venture through different regions by collecting items for all Explorers quests to turn into Explorer League Credits to buy a search selection or reward items from Quartermaster. When you've finished a search, you can warp back to the camp to turn it into the relevant character by clicking the tracker search on the left side of the screen. Talk to
the expedition leader to send supplies you've collected through the gate and reset repeatable quests to complete them again. This capability is available every 4 hours if you've turned into a search that ends from breakable drops. Each region resets every 8 hours or you can buy a Lure Monster or you can use Shardium to reset a region if you want to
continue collecting everything immediately. If you happen to close the game while you're in the event, you'll return to the region of the event you last went to. And keep your eyes open for possible secrets that the shards might hold. In addition, we've added a map to make travel to different regions easier! To help you get started with your explorations, we
have two packages for sale! For sale until Thursday August 27 at noon PDT! Desert Explorer League Robot Pack contains a wonderful Robot Outfit (Cap, Body, Wings and Weapon, tuned to all characters of your account), along with 50 Explorer League Credits to help start buying items from vendors, 10 Monster Luci to reset the area and 2000 Shardium!
All for 20 bucks! Desert Explorer League Prep Pack contains 10 Monster Lures, 10 Small Single Player Rage Bombs (power before you fight!), 50 Explorer League Credits, 5 Slotting Rods, a high class Attack Potion, a High Speed Potion and 500 Shardium, all for just $10! Talk about it on the forums! The event runs until Friday, September 4th, at noon PDT.
July 31, 2015 Shattered Forest Part 1 Posted in Titan Shards. Hi Shards Fans! Check out the first part of Shattered Forest content! This update adds 12 new campaign missions, 6 travel missions and a new multiplayer mission (available at level 50), along with an increase in the level ceiling to 50! If you're done with the Jungle, you can start at Rebel Camp! I
also increased the amount of gold, and companion experience you can have by x5! Modernization just got easier! Join the untouched rebels today! July 17, 2015 Littlest Shards Pet Shop Posted in Titan Shards. Greetings Shards fans! Introducing Pet Shop! Build it to use eggs and growth supplies to start raising a pet Your! Growth supplies and eggs will fall
from chests and battles from running missions. The different types of purified waters will only fall from their area. Or if you have Pet Tokens, you can buy supplies and eggs! Mix the egg with crystals and water to start the growing process. Wait till you see what pet grows! Do you have any extra gold or lumber burning a hole in your pocket? Donate to Pet
Store every 20 hours to get some extra pet tokens! Plus complete other tasks! Too many pets? You can sell them to NPC in pens to get Pet Tokens! Talk about reproduction on forums! To get an advance, pick up a Pet Shop Starter Pack! It comes with an Epic Pet Egg, a rare Pet Egg, 20 regular growing crystals, 10 purified forest waters, 10 Purified Jungle
Waters, 20 48 hours of Growing Tank Power Crystals and 500 Pet Tokens for just $20! The sale will run until Wednesday, July 22, at noon PDT! June 18, 2015 Explorers' League Event! Posted in Titan Shards. Hi Shards Fans! It's event time! A league of explorers set up base camp in the event area and invited you to come while investigating a shard of
forest that drifted nearby. Venture through different regions by collecting items for all Explorers quests to turn into Explorer League Credits to buy a search selection or reward items from Quartermaster. When you've finished a search, you can warp back to the camp to turn it into the relevant character by clicking the tracker search on the left side of the
screen. Talk to the expedition leader to send supplies you've collected through the gate and reset repeatable quests to complete them again. This capacity is available every 4 hours. Each region resets every 8 hours or you can buy a Lure Monster or you can use Shardium to reset a region if you want to continue collecting everything immediately. If you
happen to close the game while you're in the event, you'll return to the region of the event you last went to. And keep your eyes open for possible secrets that the shards might hold. The event will run until Noon PDT on Thursday, July 2, and trinkets and towers will be awarded. Talk about it on the forums! May 26, 2015 Welcome to the Jungle! Posted in Titan
Shards. Hi Shards Fans! Thank you for your patience! Jungle The Shard is now live! This update adds: Level of ceiling increase to level 45! Seven new zones! Over 30 new single player missions! 3 new mulitplayers! Tons of new equipment! New bosses in the Trials Hall! Updated Warehouse at 45, which means a higher limit of gold and lumber! The
blacksmith will require levelling of Enchant tools to the new character level. The brotherhood will be blocked until you reach the new level. Because Level 45 offers new skill arrangements, you'll need to unlock heroic levels again once you have access to missions. Secondary quests are now like Valentine's Valentine's Complete quests to win jungle tokens,
which you can use to buy cool items from Jungle Trader. Share your thoughts and questions on this update on the forums! To go along with this introduction, we have a sale! Get an Epic Welcome to the Jungle Kit, a $55 worth for just $25! Or pick up 5 Welcome to Jungle Packages per Character, a $35 value for just $15 each! These include: 5 Stamina
Restill Potions! 12 Rare Equipment Level-Up Kits! 3 Medium XP Potions! 150 jungle chips! A big jam chest! 15 Reforge Locks! And 750 Shardium characters! May 5, 2015 Walking Through the Forest Posted in Titan Shards. Hello Shards fans! Since you enjoyed the hidden area in Valentine's Event, I added something more! Now, the shard of the temperate
rainforest has five secret areas to find. Beat each to find a piece at a wonderful keychain and make it stronger! Good luck hunting! Post questions and comments on forums! April 28, 2015 Nepal Tiger Package for the Canadian Red Cross posted in Titan Shards. Greetings ShardS Fans, Following the earthquake in Nepal, we at Codename Entertainment have
decided to give back. We have a special Nepal Tiger package for sale right now. It contains a Tiger Head clothing hat and some extra goodies. 100% of our revenue from all sales of this awesome package will go to the Canadian Red Cross. The Canadian Red Cross participates in local and international relief projects and is dedicated to helping the most
vulnerable by mobilizing the power of humanity. They provide primary care programs, aid supplies, water and sewerage and shelter solutions for people affected by conflict, natural disasters or other emergencies. To learn more or find a local branch, check out their website. The Nepal Tiger Pack will be selling until Noon PDT on Thursday 30 April. March 31,



2015 Heroic levels and gear upgrades posted in Titan Shards. Heroic missions now have sequential levels of difficulty. Each top level offers an 1 more Paragon symbol. Heroic missions now drop Epic Power Fragments that can be used to level up Epic Gear in the Blacksmith. Drops of prey will be adjusted for higher levels to reflect the difficulty with more
rare gear, jam and possibly Epic gear drops. Missions have limits for drops of power fragments, so you spread your efforts. Using Abandoned Epic Power Fragments from heroic missions, you can pick up your Epic equipment. Each upgrade will boost all statistics on 20% gear. The pulse state is applied to the piece of tools, so that you still reforge as much
as you want. The cost for each level upgrade will increase substantially to reflect the value of improved power. Upgrade the equipment level with upgrade kits to Blacksmith. Uncommon and rare kits can be made from scraps on the Crafting tab. Epic upgrade kits will be available in the Study Room. The equipment can be leveled up to the level of your
character. Leveling up equipment will increase effectiveness and boost statistics, to increase the longevity of your tools, so you don't have to replace it simply every time you level up. Hall of Trials store now has a Resources tab where you can buy the Epic Upgrade kit. Combined armor and magic strength potions in a single defense buff. Added tokens to
purchase a refresh of Paragon Brotherhood tasks. XP Buff and Luck Buff have been added to the store. To complete the release of heroic levels, we have a sale for the level of 30 characters! There are 2 packages available that you can buy 5 times per character! Included in the packages are: Slotting Rods, a jewel of endurance, Stamina Potions, Multiplayer
Potions, a High Speed Potion, a High Class Attack Potion and Reforge Crystals! Available until tomorrow (Wednesday 1 April) at noon PDT! Post your comments on the changes here! March 27, 2015 New Rewards! Posted in Titan Shards. Hello Shards fans! We are rolling in 3 new rewards for you to enjoy today! They will join in rotation of the current
rewards, so it will now be repeated every 6 days. Enjoy the chaos caused as you hunt down the new targets, starting today with Prada stolen! Plus I set the glitch where you could complete a single player reward for no resistance if you had it as a Brotherhood task. And a reminder that you can now block incoming guild and friend requests by selecting those
from the settings menu and skill costs are displayed in the Skills dialog. You can also now do multiplayer on Heroic, as well as start collecting Epic Fragments! Stay tuned for more changes coming up next week! March 20, 2015 Crafting Release Posted in Shards of Titan. Here's the breakdown on some of the changes that were added to today's game. Now
you can put tools found on your Companions. Their missions now give rare tools. The Tavern Companion Dialog now displays all available equipment, their combat rating and the effect of loyalty and leadership. Uncommon and Rare Gear is now crafted in the Blacksmith. Gear is crafted at the level of your blacksmith. Leveling of the blacksmith requires
timber and common debris. Uncommon tools is available from just having Blacksmith. Rare gear recipes are available from mission drops or Shardium store. You'll have to use them to appear in the Blacksmith. Recipes have a maximum level they are crafted to. Once you have passed this level, you will need to find new recipes. Epic recipes will be in a
future update. Bosses are now at every four (4) levels. Ar to be able to get as far as you could before. The Brotherhood's tasks now reflect this, giving you tasks for Level 16 (Goblins), Level 20 (Oliver), Level 24 (Eliza) and Level 28 (Spiders). You can now buy Epic Gear to put on your companions. You'll only see the non-class tools that you can Battle Rating
will now be less health-inclined. The new rating is a combination of the attack rating (which includes Speed and Crit), 10% of the health assessment, the armor rating and the new Level rating. Players, Companions and Enemies now have a level of effectiveness. Tools equipped closer to your level are more beneficial. Top-level combatants will now do more
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